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Design
and made
in Montreal
APPAREIL Atelier, branch of the firm APPAREIL Architecture, 
is a creative and colorful studio, where ideas flow and 
projects materialize. Composed of both architects and 
industrial designers, this multidisciplinary team wishes to 
carry out exceptional mandates where the different scales 
come together.

In order to maximize our creative strength, we regularly 
collaborate with craftsmen, creators, brands, suppliers and 
other professionals in the field of design and architecture. 
Our complete collection is designed and manufactured 
here in Montreal, always.



PILOTI Collection
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The PILOTI bench is characterized by visible assemblies inspired by 
traditional joints used in cabinetmaking. Rather than hiding them, 
these are highlighted to make them a distinctive part of the product. 
Made entirely of solid birch, the versatile format of the bench allows 
it to be used both for its primary seating function and as a side table.

PILOTI simple bench
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Material

Assembly

solid oak

The bench is assembled by the customer

Dimensions

Depth : 21”
Width : 13.5”
Height : 17”

 

13-1/2’’

21’’

17’’

Retail price :
520 $ | CAN
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For this version of the PILOTI bench, the legs are repeated to create 
a rhythm and give a graphic identity to the product. Their massive 
format allows the structure to be simplified and the crosspieces 
usually used in a classic bench to be removed.

PILOTI double bench
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Material

Assembly

solid oak

The bench is assembled by the customer

Dimensions
Depth: 36”
Width: 13.5”
Height : 17”

 

17’’

 

 36’’

13-1/2’’

Retail price :
620 $ | CAN
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Lightweight and contemporary from the front, its uniqueness is 
revealed at the rear. Rather than having little hidden legs, these 
are massive and create a decorative rhythm. 

The many visible junctions form details that showcase the 
craftsmanship of the cabinetmaker and reinforce the formal 
language specific to the collection. The omnipresence of wood 
also reinforces the sofa’s inviting and convivial character. 

Composed of different modules with and without backrest as 
well as a small integrated table, the flexibility of the possible 
combinations allows to adapt to a variety of environments.

PILOTI sectional couch
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Materials

Assembly

solid oak

The couch and the extension come in sections, assembled by the customer

Details
Sectional sofa and extension with structure in solid cherry wood.
Backs and seats in padded fabrics.
Cover with anti-stain treatment available in different colors.

Couch dimensions
Width A : 70 5/8”   B : 119 3/4’’
Depth : 34.5’’
Height : 29”
Extension dimensions 
Width : 34 1/2’’
Depth : 25 1/4’’
Height : 16’’

70 5/8’’

119-3/4’’

34-1/2’’

25-1/4’’

34-1/2’’
34-1/2’’

A

B

100% Polyester
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The Piloti shelf exudes an assumed simplicity that is both 
functional and decorative. Its two uprights serve as structural 
support and can also be used as bookends. Empty or filled, the 
shelf inhabits the space with its neutral and warm materiality.

PILOTI long shelf
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Materials

Assembly

solid oak

The shelf arrived assembly

Dimensions
Length : 36”
Depth : 8”
Height : 8”

36’’ 8’’

8’’

Retail price :
230$ | CAN



The small Piloti shelf exudes an assumed simplicity that is both 
functional and decorative. Its vertical middle post serves as a 
structural support and can also be used as a bookend. Empty 
or filled, the shelf inhabits the space with its neutral and warm 
materiality.

PILOTI little shelf
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Material

Assembly

solid oak

The shelf arrives assembled

Dimensions
Length : 14”
Depth : 8”
Height : 8”

8’’

6’’14’’
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Retail price : 
150$ | CAN



FLOE Collection
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The unique look of the Floe chair revisits the aesthetics of 1950’s 
furniture while imbibing a touch of modernity all of its own. The 
stability of the seat is provided by steel rods which contrasts with 
an arched ash veneer that seems to float above the structure.

FLOE standard



Material

Assembly

Black
0.5 “x 0.5” tubular steel
Curved oak veneer dyed
Padded seat

The chair is delivered assembled

Dimensions

Width : 17”
Depth : 22”
Height : 33” 

22’’17’’

33.25’’

17’’
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Pure white

Retailprice :
520$ CAN
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This stool version of the Floe collection allows use for high 
tables and kitchen islands. Deploying in height, its structure has 
been studied to ensure solidity while keeping the finesse of the 
composition which is specific to the collection.

FLOE stool



Assembly

The chair is delivered assembled

Dimensions
Width: 15”
Depth: 22”
Height: 38” 

Material

38’’

24’’

22’’15’’
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Retail price :
690$ CAN

Black
0.5 “x 0.5” tubular steel
Curved oak veneer tyed
Padded seat

Pure white
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The lounge chair is distinguished by a skillful play between the 
rigidity of steel and the flexibility of wood. Part of the Floe collection, 
this seat revisits the armchairs by offering a fine alternative. The 
combination of the seat with inviting curves and the metal structure 
testifies to the know-how of Québec artisans.

FLOE lounge



Assembly

The chair is delivered assembled

Dimensions

Width : 25.5”
Depth : 23”
Height : 27” 

Material

27’’

14.25’’

25.5’’ 23’’
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Retail price :
750$ CAN

Black
0.5 “x 0.5” tubular steel
Curved oak veneer tyed
padded seat option



ELSIE Collection
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The ELSIE chair stands out with its elegant structure that emerges 
through a delicate assembly. It highlights the aesthetic and 
structural qualities of wood in a complex craftsmanship.

ELSIE without arms
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Assembly

Red oak

The chair is delivered assembled

Dimensions
Lenght : 18.5”
Depht : 18.25”
Height: 29” 

Material

 

18.25’’ 18.50’’ 

17’’ 

29’’ 

Cost price :
1300$ | CAN

Suggested retail price :
1950$ | CAN
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The ELSIE chair stands out with its elegant structure that emerges 
through a delicate assembly. It highlights the aesthetic and 
structural qualities of wood in a complex craftsmanship.

ELSIE with arms



Assembly

Red oak

the chair is delivered assembled

Dimensions
Lenght : 22.5”
Depht : 21.5”
Height : 27” 

Material
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 19.64’’ 

22.5’’ 21.17’’ 

17’’ 

27’’ 

Cost price :
1650$ | CAN

Suggested retail price :
2250$ | CAN



APPAREIL
Atelier

5520 rue Chabot - suite 301
Montréal (Québec) , H2H 2S7
438 875-6960
www.appareilatelier.com
info@appareilatelier.com


